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Headless Commerce
with Elastic Path

Today’s consumers are more digitally connected than ever before,
increasingly shopping on mobile, social, or other connected device
channels rather than on traditional websites. Businesses must be
nimble in adapting to these new and evolving touchpoints or run the
risk of losing market share to competitors.
To keep pace with the growing demands of these connected
consumers, many businesses are transitioning to headless commerce.
As the newest buzzword in digital commerce, many are unsure of what
a headless commerce platform actually is and how it can significantly
improve their business.
In this guide we’ll take a closer look at headless commerce, including:
• What headless commerce is, how it works, and why it’s a necessary
part of your success
• Why headless alone is not enough to keep up with customer
expectations
• How Elastic Path Commerce Cloud delivers greater agility and
decreased costs, and where other headless commerce offerings
come up short.
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What is Headless Commerce?
At its core, headless commerce is the decoupling of a front-end commerce
experience and its supporting back-end processes and transactions such as
order management, shipping, and payment processing. This is accomplished
by leveraging application programming interfaces (APIs) built within back-end
systems to connect them in real-time to the customer experience.
The divide through APIs enables the experience and the back-end processes
to operate and evolve independently of each other and gives businesses
the ability to build and deploy new touchpoints and experiences without
jeopardizing existing ones.
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Why Is It Important?
Embedding Commerce Everywhere with APIs
APIs act as gateways into the features and functions of a given system. Businesses are looking to leverage
the APIs within their systems to provide consistent and compelling functionality across the growing
number of consumer touchpoints.
Some examples include:
• Placing “buy” buttons on social media channels
• Creating commands for purchasing through virtual voice assistants
• Using chatbots to assist customers throughout the buying journey
• Allowing customers to purchase products or experiences through virtual reality simulations
To survive in the world of modern digital commerce, it’s imperative that companies begin to leverage this
new paradigm to introduce consistent experiences across the growing variety of consumer touchpoints
outside the traditional webstore and mobile application.

Preparing for the Future
Beyond these tangible examples, many vendors, businesses, consultants, and industry analysts are
still grasping how significant a paradigm shift headless commerce represents. It takes vision to see
the problems that will arise when businesses begin to transform to take advantage of all headless
commerce has to offer.
Elastic Path Commerce Cloud has solved the problem you do not know you are going to have.
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How Does Elastic Path Commerce Cloud Work?
Elastic Path Commerce Cloud is a fundamentally different digital commerce platform. But before explaining why, it’s necessary to demonstrate how headless commerce
works – and the problems it can present without a solution like Elastic Path Commerce Cloud.

Getting Started With Headless
Imagine that a business decides headless commerce is a great way to introduce new customer touchpoints and experiences. Let’s assume that this experience will include
the ability to reorder something from the customer’s previous orders. The company most likely has an existing digital commerce platform and will look to leverage its APIs
or a microservices module in order to “go headless” with their new touchpoint. Let’s also assume that this company wants to offer this feature over mobile and voice assistants.
These touchpoints require development of a mobile app for both Android and iPhone, as well as building an Alexa skill and a Google Assistant skill – all together three or
four pieces of software (depending on approach and application development platform) to develop, deploy, and maintain.
The concept was probably drawn on a whiteboard like this:

eCommerce Application
iPhone App
Reorder Button

REST Services
iOS

Authenticate
User

Android App
Reorder Button
Android

Lookup
Order Item

“Alexa, use the Acme
skill to reorder
printer paper”
Alexa/Echo Skill

Place New
Order

“Hey, Google reorder
printer paper
from Acme”
Google Assistant/Skill
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The idea is clear:
• Teach the REST APIs to call in the proper sequence
• Develop the necessary user input requests based on those services
• Build the workflow in each piece of software to handle any errors that may occur when a service in called on (known to developers as the “controller” logic).
The workflow across the various software to develop would conceptually look something like this:

Customer Touchpoint
(Android/iOS Skill)

eCommerce Application

Customer Touchpoint
(Echo Skill/Google Assistant Skill)

REST Services
No

Is User
Auth’d?

User Presses
Reorder Button

Authenticate
User

Redirect to
auth page
with error
meesage

No

Authenticate
User

Was Auth
Successful?

Was Auth
Successful?

Redirect to
error page

No

Lookup
Order Item

Was Item
found?

Place New
Order

Assistant’s
unsuccessful response:
“Sorry, I had trouble
finding your Acme account”.

Locate order
item by Name

Was Item
found?

YesY

End

No

Yes

Yes
Locate order
item by Name

“Alexa, use the Acme Skill to
order more printer Paper”

Authenticate
User

No

Assistant’s
unsuccessful response:
“Sorry, I couldn’t find that
in your order history”.

es

Place New
Order

Place New
Order

End
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Leveraging More
Touchpoints

Customer Touchpoint
(Android/iOS Skill)

Customer Touchpoint
(Echo Skill/Google Assistant Skill)

REST Services

Now, let’s assume that this project goes well. It was

Is User
Auth’d?

delivered on time and on budget, and people are thrilled
with the numbers they see from their favorite KPIs. In

eCommerce Application

User Presses
Reorder Button

No

Authenticate User

Authenticate
User

Authenticate User

“Alexa, use the Acme Skill to
order more printer Paper”

fact, even the customers love it.
Redirect to
auth page
with error
meesage

However, in their feedback, customers identify a

Was Auth
Successful?

No

big issue with these new touchpoints. They want to

Was Auth
Successful?

Yes

reorder items that are often out of stock or no longer

Locate order
item by Name

No

Assistant’s
unsuccessful response:
“Sorry, I had trouble
finding your Acme account”.

Yes
Lookup
Order Item

Locate order
item by Name

carried. With the online website, they could easily
find a replacement by searching the catalog or seeing

Was Item
found?

Was Item
found?

replacements for the product on the product display

Yes

Yes

page, but the ability to navigate this way does not exist

No

in the new touchpoints.

Lookup
replacement
Recommendations

No
Find
Replacement
Item

Lookup
replacement
Reccommendations

The solution is to develop more features in these
Redirect to
error page

touchpoints to allow a customer to choose to wait for

No

Was
replacement
found?

Was
replacement
found

inventory or replace the product if a replacement is
defined and in stock. The development staff now has
to add new services to the system to allow for this and

No

leverage it in the four touchpoints in use.

How did
customer
respond?

How
did customer
respond?

Yes

Yes

End

Place New
Order

Assistant: “That isn’t
available. I’ve found
<product name> that
can be order as a replacement.
Should I order that?

No

Yes
Place New
Order

Place New
Order

End

The new workflow looks something like this:
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Back to the Drawing Board
With this solution in mind, the development staff needs to develop the next version of the software and update the “controller” logic to handle the scenarios that
unfold when a product is out of stock or no longer carried. The business also needs to plan deployment updates to each one of these touchpoints’ app/skill stores and
deprecate the original versions of the skills and apps so that they are no longer used.
This makes rolling out the changes much more complicated and costly. It also makes changes much less agile than the business teams are demanding. In fact, it will
be several months before a rollout is complete and in the hands of customers – even if the business could reengineer all the various touch points simultaneously as
depicted below:

Develop
New Service

Develop & Deploy
New Android App

Wait for Adoption of New Apps and Skills
2-3 Months Later

Develop & Deploy
New Apple Store App
Develop & Deploy
New Alexa Skill
Deploy Google
Assistant Skill

After several months of effort and testing, the development team deploys the new APIs, skills, and apps. The business loves the KPIs. The customers love the
convenience. The other business units see this and start asking to “go headless” and have their existing customer touchpoints added, along with another one they want
to “POC.” Suppliers are even asking to be part of the reordering API logic so they can dropship if the business doesn’t have inventory. The warehouse would also like to
conditionally make reserve inventory available before drop shipping.
This little feature has blown up into a rapidly evolving transformation of how people engage with the business. So what’s the problem?
The complexity to develop, maintain, and deploy this new headless creation doesn’t scale and certainly is not agile enough to keep up with the rapid pace of change.
Going headless has become a Pandora’s Box of digital transformation.
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How Elastic Path
Commerce Cloud
Is Different

Customer Touchpoint
(Android/iOS Skill)

Elastic Path

Imagine now that instead of all the controller

Customer Touchpoint
(Echo Skill/Google Assistant Skill)

Cortex APIs

logic being inside each of the touchpoints, it lives
Is User
Auth’d?

inherently within the services themselves. Imagine
also that the input required for those services is
communicated to the touchpoint by the

User Presses
Reorder Button

services themselves.

No

Yes

Redirect to
auth page
with error
meesage

No

When a business wants to add features like the

Was Auth
Successful?

Locate order
item by Name

controller logic to the digital commerce platform
and update none of the touchpoints.
Redirect to
error page

This is the agile headless utopia that Elastic Path

No

Commerce Cloud creates with its Cortex API
Need
Info for
an action
complete?

framework with Hypermedia Controls.
Yes

The Cortex API and Hypermedia Controls allow

User Submits
Any Displayed
Action

touchpoints to introspect the services from within
Elastic Path Commerce Cloud and learn what
End

No

Was Auth
Successful?

No

Assistant’s
unsuccessful response:
“Sorry, I had trouble
finding your Acme account”.

Yes
Order Item
Hypermedia
Controls
Need Info Entries
Relationships

Lookup
Order Item

Order Item
Hypermedia
Controls
Need Info Entries
Relationships

Locate order
item by Name

Was Item
found?

Was Item
found?

Yes

Yes

Display
Hypermedia
Controls to User

“Alexa, use the Acme Skill to
order more printer Paper”

Authenticate User

Yes

ones described, it has to only add the services and

features are available along with what information

Authenticate
User

Authenticate User

Place New
Order

Assistant: “ I can help
you do the following
with <Item Name>...
<LIST OF ACTIONS>
Which should I do?

No

Assitant’s unsuccessuful
response: “Sorry, I
couldn’t find that
in your order history.”

Did
Customer
Respond?

Yes
Map customer response
to relationship
actions and submit to
API (use case: reorder)

Yes
End

they require. Imagine that these touchpoints were
developed leveraging Cortex and Hypermedia
Controls as shown here:
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Customer Touchpoint
(Android/iOS Skill)

Elastic Path

Customer Touchpoint
(Echo Skill/Google Assistant Skill)

Cortex APIs
Is User
Auth’d?

User Presses
Reorder Button

No

Yes

Authenticate
User

Authenticate User

Redirect to
auth page
with error
meesage

No

Was Auth
Successful?

Was Auth
Successful?

Yes

Now, when the business asks for this new

Locate order
item by Name

replacement option to be created, the development
staff need only implement the new service(s) to find
a suitable replacement and update the control in

Redirect to
error page

one place like this:

No

Was Item
found?

Yes
User Submits
Any Displayed
Action

End

No

Display
Hypermedia
Controls to User

No

Assistant’s
unsuccessful response:
“Sorry, I had trouble
finding your Acme account”.

Yes
Order Item
Hypermedia
Controls
Need Info Entries
Relationships

Lookup
Order Item

Replace
Item
Service
Extension

Yes
Need
Info for
an action
complete?

“Alexa, use the Acme Skill to
order more printer Paper”

Authenticate User

Order Item
Hypermedia
Controls
Need Info Entries
Relationships

Locate order
item by Name

Was Item
found?

No

Assitant’s unsuccessuful
response: “Sorry, I
couldn’t find that
in your order history.”

Yes
Place New
Order

Assistant: “ I can help
you do the following
with <Item Name>...
<LIST OF ACTIONS>
Which should I do?

Did
Customer
Respond?

Yes
Map customer response
to relationship
actions and submit to
API (use case: reorder)

Yes
End
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Streamlined Services for Seamless Commerce
Once the Cortex API is extended and Hypermedia Controls are updated, these touchpoints automatically respond with the new feature. No app store or skills updates.
No deprecation of previous versions. No waiting around while your customers slowly download the new skills and apps (if at all). The business cost to develop this new
feature is dramatically lower and rollout of the new feature takes weeks, rather than months, as shown in this timeline:

Develop
New Service
Deploy
New Service

Time to invest in more innovation

Rollout of
Feature
Complete

A more scalable, agile and less-costly paradigm exists. Headless becomes the utopia it was promised to be for the business.
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How Can You Get Started?
Headless commerce and microservices are compelling propositions for
companies that are looking for a more agile way to embrace an ever-changing
digital landscape. Many organizations are starting their first journey into this new
paradigm and have yet to attempt to scale their transformation with it. Elastic
Path has seen the problems these organizations will face and has built a solution
into its offering.
Unlike other digital commerce offerings on the market today, Elastic Path
Commerce Cloud is making headless commerce scalable. Its Cortex API
consolidates commerce data and functionality to seamlessly orchestrate
customer experiences.
But maybe your business won’t experience a rapid evolution to headless
commerce. Maybe you won’t see an explosion of customer touchpoints and
experiences. Maybe you won’t need to rapidly evolve your business and react to
change with the agility outlined above. Maybe you won’t need to treat headless as
more than the latest development fad.
Then again, maybe you will.
Maybe your competitors already are. Maybe they’re running Elastic Path
Commerce Cloud.
Contact us to understand how going headless the right way will help your
business thrive in the new digital-first era.
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Let Perficient help
you on your digital
transformation journey.
Perficient is the leading digital transformation
consulting firm serving Global 2000 ® and enterprise
customers throughout North America. With unparalleled
information technology, management consulting
and creative capabilities, Perficient and its Perficient
Digital agency deliver vision, execution and value
with outstanding digital experience, business
optimization and industry solutions.
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